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Abstract. FRED is an online tool for converting text into internally
well-connected and quality linked-data-ready ontologies in web-serviceacceptable time. It implements a novel approach for ontology design from
natural language sentences. In this paper we present a demonstration of
such tool combining Discourse Representation Theory (DRT), linguistic
frame semantics, and Ontology Design Patterns (ODP). The tool is based
on Boxer which implements a DRT-compliant deep parser. The logical
output of Boxer enriched with semantic data from Verbnet or Framenet
frames is transformed into RDF/OWL by means of a mapping model and
a set of heuristics following ODP best-practice [5] of OWL ontologies and
RDF data design.

1

Introduction

The problem of knowledge extraction from text is still only partly solved, this
is particularly true if we consider it as a means for populating the Semantic
Web. Being able to automatically and fastly produce quality linked data and
ontologies from an accurate and reasonably complete analysis of natural language
text would be a breakthrough: it would enable the development of applications
that automatically produce machine-readable information from Web content as
soon as it is edited and published by generic Web users.
Existing Ontology Learning and Population (OL&P) approaches can be used
as drafting ontology engineering tools, but they show some limitations when
used to produce linked data on the Web:
– they usually need a training phase, which can take a long time;
– their output form needs further, non-trivial elaboration to be put in a logical
form;
– they only partially exploit OWL expressivity, since they typically focus on
speciﬁc aspects e.g. taxonomy creation, disjointness axioms, etc.;
– in most cases, they lack implementation of ontology design good practices;
– linking to existing linked data vocabularies and datasets is usually left as a
separate task or not considered at all.
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In other words, existing tools focus mainly on helping users identifying key
elements for ontology drafting, assuming that they would transform and substantially reﬁne and enrich the output. Our approach instead focuses on producing
ontologies and linked data ready for the Web.
We present a novel approach implemented in an online tool named FRED,
which performs deep parsing of natural language, extracts complex relations
based on Discourse Representation Theory (DRT), and produces linked data
graphs.
An important aspect of OL&P is the design quality of the resulting ontology:
this is related to representing the results in a logical form such as OWL by
ensuring that some best-practices are followed.
Based on this consideration, we summarize a set of requirements that FRED
follows in order to enable robust OL&P:
–
–
–
–
–
–
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ability to capture accurate semantic structures;
representing complex relations;
exploiting general purpose resources;
no need of large-size domain-speciﬁc text corpora and training sessions;
minimal time of computation;
ability to map natural language to RDF/OWL representations.

Related Work

OL&P is concerned with the (semi-)automatic generation of ontologies from
textual data (cf. [2]). Typical approaches to OL&P are implemented on top of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, mostly machine learning methods, hence they require large corpora, sometimes manually annotated, in order
to induce a set of probabilistic rules. Such rules are deﬁned through a training
phase that can take long time. OL&P systems are usually focused on either ontology learning (OL) for TBox production, or ontology population (OP) for ABox
production. Examples of OL systems include [6], which describes an ontologylearning framework that extends typical ontology engineering environments by
using semiautomatic ontology-construction tools, and Text2Onto [3], which generates a class taxonomy and additional axioms from textual documents. Examples of OP systems include: [9], which presents a GATE plugin that supports
the development of OP systems and allows to populate ontologies with domain
knowledge as well as NLP-based knowledge; [8] describes a weakly supervised
approach that populates an ontology of locations and persons with named entities; [7] introduces a sub-task of OP restricted to textual mentions, and describes
challenging aspects related to named entities. The method and tool (FRED) that
we present in this paper diﬀers from most existing approaches, because it does
not rely on machine learning methods.

3

FRED at Work

In this section we present an overview of the pipeline implemented by FRED
and an example of FRED execution. FRED reuses Boxer[1], a linguistic tool
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based on DRT that generates formal semantic representations of text based on
event semantics. Identifying the correct event in a sentence means identifying
the frame behind it, which in turns leads to improve the design quality of the
resulting ontology, as shown in [4]. This is motivated by the fact that frames
match to ontology design patterns.

Fig. 1. Block architecture and workflow

Figure 1 depicts FRED architecture that is composed of four main components, implementing the following computational steps:
– capture user input text (e.g., via an HTML interface) and pass it to Boxer;
– retrieve Boxer XML output and transform it into a convenient data
structure;
– run a collection of ad-hoc transformation rules and heuristics for producing
OWL/RDF triples;
– transform and return triples into human as well as machine readable format.
Although Boxer produces a logical form from natural language - syntactically,
lexically, and semantically - this logical form diﬀer from RDF or OWL, and
the heuristics that it implements for interpreting a natural language and transforming it to a DRT-based structure can be sometimes awkward when directly
translated to ontologies for the Semantic Web. For this reason, FRED implements a set of rules for transforming Boxer output to OWL/RDF ontologies.

Fig. 2. A sample subset of quality ontology production heuristics
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of FRED on-line demo

We distinguish two set of rules: (i) translation rules, which deﬁne global transformations from DRS constructs to OWL constructs (ﬁgure 2); and (ii) heuristics
rules, which deal with adapting the results to the design needs of a Semantic
Web ontology.
Demo. FRED on-line demo1 . (see Figure 3) provides a simple user interface
that accepts a natural language text and returns a RDF/OWL graph either as
a graphics or as a RDF serialization. A list of sample sentences are provided
(on the right side) as a starting point for testing the tool. For demonstration
purpose let us consider the following sentence “The New York Times reported
that John McCarthy died. He invented the language LISP.”. By clicking on the
“Read me!” button, a user would obtain the graph shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Resulting graph for the sentence “The New York Times reported that John
McCarthy died. He invented the language LISP.”
1

FRED on-line demo http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred. FRED is exposed as HTTP REST API.
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Two events (typed as DOLCE events) are correctly recognized: Report2 and
Die. An individual John mccarthy of type foaf:Person is created, which has
the role vn:Theme3 in the Die event, which in turn is the theme of the Report
event performed by (role vn:Agent) the new created individual New york times
of type foaf:Organisation. Additionally, FRED creates an individual for the
language LISP and is able to recognize a third event Invent that involves the
individual John mccarthy, as agent this time, and LISP, as theme. This last
situation is correctly represented by performing co-reference resolution.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented FRED, a novel implemented method that transforms natural language texts to OWL/RDF according to a frame-based design approach.
Currently we are working at a rigorous evaluation of the resulting ontology and
linked data.
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We omit the prefix domain: as it is the local namespace and can be customized
according to users needs.
prefix vn: refers to VerbNet.

